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She locked it after admitting me, as she had done before, and again preceded me into the dark passage where
her candle stood. She took no notice of me until she had the candle in her hand, when she looked over her
shoulder, superciliously saying, "You are to come this way today," and took me to quite another part of the
house. The passage was a long one, and seemed to pervade the whole square basement of the Manor House.
We traversed but one side of the square, however, and at the end of it she stopped, and put her candle down
and opened a door. Here, the daylight reappeared, and I found myself in a small paved court-yard, the opposite
side of which was formed by a detached dwelling-house, that looked as if it had once belonged to the manager
or head clerk of the extinct brewery. There was a clock in the outer wall of this house. We went in at the door,
which stood open, and into a gloomy room with a low ceiling, on the ground floor at the back. There was
some company in the room, and Estella said to me as she joined it, "You are to go and stand there, boy, till
you are wanted. It opened to the ground, and looked into a most miserable corner of the neglected garden,
upon a rank ruin of cabbage-stalks, and one box tree that had been clipped round long ago, like a pudding, and
had a new growth at the top of it, out of shape and of a different colour, as if that part of the pudding had stuck
to the saucepan and got burnt. This was my homely thought, as I contemplated the box-tree. There had been
some light snow, overnight, and it lay nowhere else to my knowledge; but, it had not quite melted from the
cold shadow of this bit of garden, and the wind caught it up in little eddies and threw it at the window, as if it
pelted me for coming there. I divined that my coming had stopped conversation in the room, and that its other
occupants were looking at me. I could see nothing of the room except the shining of the fire in the window
glass, but I stiffened in all my joints with the consciousness that I was under close inspection. There were
three ladies in the room and one gentleman. Before I had been standing at the window five minutes, they
somehow conveyed to me that they were all toadies and humbugs, but that each of them pretended not to
know that the others were toadies and humbugs: This lady, whose name was Camilla, very much reminded me
of my sister, with the difference that she was older, and as I found when I caught sight of her of a blunter cast
of features. Indeed, when I knew her better I began to think it was a Mercy she had any features at all, so very
blank and high was the dead wall of her face. The other lady, who had not spoken yet, said gravely and
emphatically, "Very true! I cried about it from breakfast till dinner. I injured my digestion. And I shall often
think of that with peace, when I wake up in the night. She stood looking at me, and, of course, I stood looking
at her. Which was, I suppose, as false a declaration as ever was made; for I was inwardly crying for her then,
and I know what I know of the pain she cost me afterwards. We went on our way up-stairs after this episode;
and, as we were going up, we met a gentleman groping his way down. He was a burly man of an exceedingly
dark complexion, with an exceedingly large head and a corresponding large hand. He took my chin in his large
hand and turned up my face to have a look at me by the light of the candle. His eyes were set very deep in his
head, and were disagreeably sharp and suspicious. He had a large watchchain, and strong black dots where his
beard and whiskers would have been if he had let them. He was nothing to me, and I could have had no
foresight then, that he ever would be anything to me, but it happened that I had this opportunity of observing
him well. Estella left me standing near the door, and I stood there until Miss Havisham cast her eyes upon me
from the dressing-table. To-day is--" "There, there, there! Are you ready to play? From that room, too, the
daylight was completely excluded, and it had an airless smell that was oppressive. A fire had been lately
kindled in the damp old-fashioned grate, and it was more disposed to go out than to burn up, and the reluctant
smoke which hung in the room seemed colder than the clearer air - like our own marsh mist. Certain wintry
branches of candles on the high chimneypiece faintly lighted the chamber: It was spacious, and I dare say had
once been handsome, but every discernible thing in it was covered with dust and mould, and dropping to
pieces. The most prominent object was a long table with a tablecloth spread on it, as if a feast had been in
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preparation when the house and the clocks all stopped together. An epergne or centrepiece of some kind was
in the middle of this cloth; it was so heavily overhung with cobwebs that its form was quite undistinguishable;
and, as I looked along the yellow expanse out of which I remember its seeming to grow, like a black fungus, I
saw speckled-legged spiders with blotchy bodies running home to it, and running out from it, as if some
circumstances of the greatest public importance had just transpired in the spider community. I heard the mice
too, rattling behind the panels, as if the same occurrence were important to their interests. But, the blackbeetles
took no notice of the agitation, and groped about the hearth in a ponderous elderly way, as if they were
short-sighted and hard of hearing, and not on terms with one another. These crawling things had fascinated my
attention and I was watching them from a distance, when Miss Havisham laid a hand upon my shoulder. In her
other hand she had a crutch-headed stick on which she leaned, and she looked like the Witch of the place.
They shall come and look at me here. Walk me, walk me! Accordingly, I started at once, and she leaned upon
my shoulder, and we went away at a pace that might have been an imitation founded on my first impulse
under that roof of Mr. She was not physically strong, and after a little time said, "Slower! After a while she
said, "Call Estella! When her light appeared, I returned to Miss Havisham, and we started away again round
and round the room. In my politeness, I would have stopped; but, Miss Havisham twitched my shoulder, and
we posted on - with a shame-faced consciousness on my part that they would think it was all my doing.
Certainly not to be expected to look well, poor thing. We swept on, and I felt that I was highly obnoxious to
Camilla. Raymond is a witness what nervous jerkings I have in my legs. Chokings and nervous jerkings,
however, are nothing new to me when I think with anxiety of those I love. If I could be less affectionate and
sensitive, I should have a better digestion and an iron set of nerves. I am sure I wish it could be so. But as to
not thinking of you in the night - The idea! The Raymond referred to, I understood to be the gentleman
present, and him I understood to be Mr. He came to the rescue at this point, and said in a consolatory and
complimentary voice, "Camilla, my dear, it is well known that your family feelings are gradually undermining
you to the extent of making one of your legs shorter than the other. Miss Havisham and I had never stopped all
this time, but kept going round and round the room: When this same Matthew was mentioned, Miss Havisham
stopped me and herself, and stood looking at the speaker. That will be his place - there," striking the table with
her stick, "at my head! And yours will be there! Now you all know where to take your stations when you come
to feast upon me. She now said, "Walk me, walk me! I shall think of it with a melancholy satisfaction when I
wake up in the night. I wish Matthew could have that comfort, but he sets it at defiance. Camilla interposing,
as Mrs. Camilla laid her hand upon her heaving bosom, that lady assumed an unnatural fortitude of manner
which I supposed to be expressive of an intention to drop and choke when out of view, and kissing her hand to
Miss Havisham, was escorted forth. Sarah Pocket and Georgiana contended who should remain last; but,
Sarah was too knowing to be outdone, and ambled round Georgiana with that artful slipperiness, that the latter
was obliged to take precedence. Sarah Pocket then made her separate effect of departing with "Bless you, Miss
Havisham dear! While Estella was away lighting them down, Miss Havisham still walked with her hand on
my shoulder, but more and more slowly. At last she stopped before the fire, and said, after muttering and
looking at it some seconds: They come here on the day, but they dare not refer to it. It and I have worn away
together. The mice have gnawed at it, and sharper teeth than teeth of mice have gnawed at me. Estella
returned, and she too remained quiet. It seemed to me that we continued thus for a long time. In the heavy air
of the room, and the heavy darkness that brooded in its remoter corners, I even had an alarming fancy that
Estella and I might presently begin to decay. At length, not coming out of her distraught state by degrees, but
in an instant, Miss Havisham said, "Let me see you two play cards; why have you not begun? Estella, for her
part, likewise treated me as before; except that she did not condescend to speak. When we had played some
halfdozen games, a day was appointed for my return, and I was taken down into the yard to be fed in the
former dog-like manner. There, too, I was again left to wander about as I liked. It is not much to the purpose
whether a gate in that garden wall which I had scrambled up to peep over on the last occasion was, on that last
occasion, open or shut. Enough that I saw no gate them, and that I saw one now. As it stood open, and as I
knew that Estella had let the visitors out - for, she had returned with the keys in her hand - I strolled into the
garden and strolled all over it. It was quite a wilderness, and there were old melon-frames and
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cucumber-frames in it, which seemed in their decline to have produced a spontaneous growth of weak
attempts at pieces of old hats and boots, with now and then a weedy offshoot into the likeness of a battered
saucepan. When I had exhausted the garden, and a greenhouse with nothing in it but a fallen-down grape-vine
and some bottles, I found myself in the dismal corner upon which I had looked out of the window. Never
questioning for a moment that the house was now empty, I looked in at another window, and found myself, to
my great surprise, exchanging a broad stare with a pale young gentleman with red eyelids and light hair. This
pale young gentleman quickly disappeared, and re-appeared beside me. He had been at his books when I had
found myself staring at him, and I now saw that he was inky. What could I do but follow him? I have often
asked myself the question since: His manner was so final and I was so astonished, that I followed where he
led, as if I had been under a spell. The bull-like proceeding last mentioned, besides that it was unquestionably
to be regarded in the light of a liberty, was particularly disagreeable just after bread and meat. I therefore hit
out at him and was going to hit out again, when he said, "Aha! Here, he skipped from his left leg on to his
right. I was secretly afraid of him when I saw him so dexterous; but, I felt morally and physically convinced
that his light head of hair could have had no business in the pit of my stomach, and that I had a right to
consider it irrelevant when so obtruded on my attention. Therefore, I followed him without a word, to a retired
nook of the garden, formed by the junction of two walls and screened by some rubbish. On his asking me if I
was satisfied with the ground, and on my replying Yes, he begged my leave to absent himself for a moment,
and quickly returned with a bottle of water and a sponge dipped in vinegar.
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Marketing Amy Grinstead Senior digital PR and content manager Amy loves words and working with clients
to ace their content design and strategy, digital PR and copywriting. Marketing Beckie Brown Head of Paid
Media Beckie heads up the paid media team, driving all things search, display, social, video and more.
Commercial Bonnie Office dog Bonnie is the office dog extraordinaire. No one can resist her charms, and she
puts a smile on the face of everyone at Etch. Her duties include boops, floofs and tail wagging. Client Services
Callum Donnelly Head of Digital Products Callum works with clients on strategies and leads our product
designers, devs and account managers to deliver products and experiences for partners. As a Senior Digital
Marketing Manager, she puts clients first and gets fantastic results. For a special treat after a long day, she
surrounds herself with all her pets and watches trashy reality TV. Marketing, Client Services Chris Laas Head
of Digital Marketing Passionate about online commerce and digital marketing, he loves finding ways to
accelerate business growth. Marketing Dan Brown Paid media manager Dan works on all things pay per click.
He is also an avid Millwall fan and has travelled far and wide to watch them. Development Florent Grandjean
Developer Florent has more than 14 years experience in IT consulting and has developed sharp expertise in
web, social networks and mobile application businesses. She also ensures there are biscuits in the tin and
drinks in the fridge. When she puts down her calculator, Helen is found walking her dog in the New Forest,
and binge-watching Netflix. From strategy to production and promotion, he loves to help brands say the right
thing, to the right person, at the right time. After a hard day sifting through log files, log fires is how Joe best
likes to spend his free time. If and when the time allows, she also loves reading science fiction novels and
drawing heartfelt comics. Outside of work she writes her own blog, where she shares her personal style, love
of travel and interest in photography. He works with ambitious partners to create experiences that consider
how we really interact with the world around us. He solves difficult problems, architects solutions and looks
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Account Manager Sabrina is passionate about exceeding client expectations and ensuring the Etch team are
delivering the best for her clients. Which it turns out is pretty important. Client Services Simon Johnson Client
Services Lead Passionate about everything digital and determined to deliver the best client experience
possible, whilst balancing creativity, budgets, deadlines and a host of other variables. Marketing Suzanne Laas
Content Manager Suzanne is passionate about creating engaging and accessible content that will make a
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Others frequent its restaurant to sample the famous rolls and the original recipe for Boston Cream Pie. I visited
the Parker House to peer into an old mirror, hoping that Charles Dickens might peer back out at me. The
Dickens Room is a meeting space now, but in , Dickens used his hotel room as home base for his second
American tour. He did dramatic readings up and down the east coastâ€”New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Washington, Portlandâ€”and would return to Boston to re-charge. I planned my Parker House visit for St. Yet,
as we jostled our way amongst revelers decked out in Guinness hats and green-feathered boas, my Dickens
quest seemed somehow less questionable and more whimsical. We were a little too late and a lot too early.
Until you can get a peek at the room? Have you ever been? Sounds like a plan. So Tom was on board for the
Dickens room, the Dickens mirror, and whatever else the day offered. Not wanting to be the first ones in the
restaurant, we headed up the stairs to the mezzanine, toward the Dickens mirror at the end of the hall. It was
four feet wide and about six feet tall, with a carved frame. A plaque stated that the mirror had been
authenticated by the Boston Dickens Fellowship. Getting ready for a reading. Checking out his hair, his
clothes. He wore some pretty fancy outfits. He would have been rehearsing. He sometimes practiced or times
before giving a performance. The door was locked. Had the clerk been wrong? The Parker House restaurant is
elegant: We were only the second party, so our waiter Gerry had a little time to chat. He showed us the corner
where JFK had proposed to Jackie. We have a reception here and then people go across the way to the reading.
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What your audience should expect. Explain your expectation before seeing or experiencing subject. Were
expectations fulfilled or unfulfilled? Discuss what other people think of this subject. Should agree with other
people? Give a quote from someone about this especially if you disagree. Tell your audience what they should
think, do, or believe about this subject. Describe how popular or unpopular it is. Is popularity a good judge for
this? Show a conversation of people talking about it. Show a conversation of what people think after
experiencing it. Give a scenario of a typical person interested in this. Would you recommend this? Do you
have a better idea? Tell a personal story of your interest in the subject. Explain your final conclusion about this
subject. Give history of event, piece of art, or other object. What is the meaning of this thing over time?
Describe previous work of musician, director, actor, or artist. How does this work compare to rest of work?
Cite statistics or evidence about this subject. How does this subject fit into or challenges statistics or facts?
Define this thing or genre and what people typically expect. Does this fulfill, fall short of, or reverse the
conventions of the genre? You can mix and match these introduction and conclusion ideas. Tips for Writing a
Great Essay 1. Present the Subject in an Interesting Way Give the right amount of detail: Be sure to explain
clearly what it is and provide enough information for the reader to agree with your judgment. Sometimes
movie reviews leave the reader in suspense as to the outcome of the story. You will have to decide what you
want to tell. Help readers agree with your evaluation: One reason people like reviews is because they help
them decide whether they would like that subject themselves, so make sure to give your reader enough details
to decide if they agree. Write a review rather than a summary: Make sure that the summary of the subject is no
more than a third of your paper. The main part of your paper is supposed to be the evaluation, not the
summary. It is possible to do the summary separately and then do the evaluation, or you can summarize as part
of your evaluation. Make sure what you are evaluating is clear: It is often effective to use an introduction
which describes the subject or gets the reader involved in the action quickly. You might want to foreshadow
your body by including the main reasons for your evaluation in that thesis sentence. Define the audience you
are addressing and the genre of the subject in the above example, the audience is college students and the
genre is action comedy. Create a three-column-log to help you make notes for your paper. Separate your notes
into three columns for criteria, evidence, and judgment. Pick at least three criteria to talk about in your essay.
For example, for a mystery play, it could be three of the following: Passionate reviews are always more
interesting to read. Use vivid nouns and engaging verbs. Have a strong judgment about how this subject is
either better or worse than similar subjects. Your judgment can be mixed. For example, you might say the
concert on the mall was a good mix of bands and that the new songs from the main act were energetically
played, but that the sound equipment was poorly set up and tended to make it hard to hear the singers. Order
the body paragraphs from least to most important. Back up your opinions with concrete examples and
convincing evidence. Argue for Your Judgment As you state each of your judgments, you need to give reasons
to back them up that are specific, interesting, and convincing. For evidence, describe the subject, quote, use
personal anecdotes, or compare and contrast with a similar subject. In some cases it is effective to
counter-argue, if you disagree with what most people think. For example, if your subject is very popular and
you think it is terrible, you may want to state what most people think and tell why you disagree. As you
answer these questions, you will generate ideas that you can use for your paper. What is the topic subject you
are going to evaluate? Do a short description of it in a list or paragraph. What category is your topic? Be as
specific and narrow as possible. Who might be interested in this? This is your audience for the paper. What
does this audience already know? What do they want or expect from this thing? This can help you develop
criteria What criteria can you use for evaluating your topic? Think of what is most important, or what can be
either good or bad, or what parts there are of your topic What did you expect before you experienced your
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topic? How did your experience either fulfill or reverse your expectations? In your evaluation of your topic,
what is good? In your evaluation of your topic, what is not as good? What is the best example of something in
your topic? Or what other things can you use to compare your topic with? How does your topic compare to the
best of this sort of thing? If I had to put my evaluation in a single sentence, I would say: Which of these will
you use? Explain how you will use it. Which of these will work best for you? How will you use this
introduction and conclusion idea in your essay? Now write a brief outline of your paper see hamburger
example above. Group Exercise Most of us can tackle a writing project more easily after talking about our
ideas. Instructors may have you work in groups to talk out your ideas. Take turns in your group. The main
goal is to help one another prepare to write. Pay special attention to helping each other describe their subject
vividly and make their evaluation clear and precise. Also, look for good ways to organize papers. Tell your
subject to your group. Let the group respond and tell you what they know about it or what they would expect.
You write down their answers. Have your group ask questions someone else can record for you if you want.
Explain your criteria for judging it 5 in pre-writing. Have the group respond. Do these seem like the best
criteria? Tell your group your one-sentence evaluation this is your thesis. Get suggestions for how to make is
more effective. Try to write a simple outline. Evaluation Essay What are you going to evaluate?
Chapter 9 : Papers on Parliament â€“ Parliament of Australia
Certainly that's the case with David Lean's "Great Expectations" (), which has been called the greatest of all the Dickens
films, and which does what few movies based on great books can do: Creates pictures on the screen that do not clash
with the images already existing in our minds.
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